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25 years old may seem young, yet 
it's a quarter century. Within this quarter, 
we've played and watched over fifteen 
Tomb Raider games and three movies.

In an instant, Lara Croft rose up to be 
an icon, an idole, and a legend not only 
in the gaming industry but also in the pop 
culture, all across the globe. She inspired 
so many people to go on a big adventure 
and helped them overcoming their fears. 
These people dared to defy their own 
challenging dreams and desires. They 
became... who they were meant to be.

To celebrate the anniversary of such 
a great explorer – your time will come, 
Nate... – we held a contest to win an 
original POP! figurine: our second Game 
of the Month.

February has also been a very creative 
month in our community so, without 
further ado, let's share some love with all 
these wonderful people!

And may we meet again next month!

Stay safe. Stay kind. Stay true.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME

FEBRUARY2021
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V I R T U A L  P H O T O G R A P H Y  P O S T E R  E X H I B I T I O N

F E B .  6 :  2 0 1 0  I N / V P  D  S T U D I O

This exhibition features VP designed with Photomode by Virtual Photographers.
In addition to the skills of the photographer, the creative challenge is to com-
plete the work based on the promise of design.

Visit the website to view this spectacular Exhibition. 

www.evpdstudio.com/exhibition

V P C O N T E X T

https://www.evpdstudio.com/exhibition
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https://twitter.com/vpcontext


Petey-Reilly
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https://twitter.com/PeteyReilly
https://www.instagram.com/peteyreilly13/




DEVELOPER RELEASE
26th March 2021

PUBLISHER
Electronic ArtsHazelight Studios

IT TAKES TWO

Embark on the craziest journey of your 
life in It Takes Two, a genre-bending 
platform adventure created purely for 
co-op. 

Play as the clashing couple Cody and 
May, two humans turned into dolls by 
a magic spell. Trapped in a fantastical 
world, they’re reluctantly challenged 
with saving their fractured relationship 
by the suave love guru Dr. Hakim. 

A huge variety of gleefully disruptive 
gameplay challenges stand between 
them and their return to normal.



DEVELOPER RELEASE
26th March 2021

PUBLISHER
CapcomCapcom

MONSTER HUNTER RISE

The critically acclaimed action-RPG 
series returns to the Nintendo 
Switch™!

Set in the ninja-inspired land of 
Kamura Village, explore lush ecosys-
tems and battle fearsome monsters to 
become the ultimate hunter. It’s been 
half a century since the last calamity 
struck, but a terrifying new monster 
has reared its head and threatens 
to plunge the land into chaos once 
again.

Hunt solo or in a party with friends to 
earn rewards that you can use to craft 
a huge variety of weapons and armor. 
Brand new gameplay systems such as 
the high-flying ‘Wire Action’ and your 
canine companion ‘Palamute’ will 
add exciting new layers to the already 
robust combat that Monster Hunter is 
known for.



DEVELOPER RELEASE
2nd March 2021

PUBLISHER
SEGARyu Ga Gotoku Studio

YAKUZA: 
LIKE A DRAGON

Ichiban Kasuga, a low-ranking grunt of 
a low-ranking yakuza family in Tokyo, 
faces an eighteen-year prison sentence 
after taking the fall for a crime he didn’t 
commit. Never losing faith, he loyally 
serves his time and returns to society to 
discover that no one was waiting for him 
on the outside, and his clan has been de-
stroyed by the man he respected most.

Ichiban sets out to discover the truth be-
hind his family’s betrayal and take his life 
back, drawing a ragtag group of socie-
ty’s outcasts to his side: Adachi, a rogue 
cop, Nanba, a homeless ex-nurse, and 
Saeko, a hostess on a mission. 

Together, they are drawn into a conflict 
brewing beneath the surface in Yokoha-
ma and must rise to become the heroes 
they never expected to be.

PlayStation 5 enhancements coming 2nd 
March.



DEVELOPER RELEASE
12th March 2021

PUBLISHER
ActivisionToys for Bob

CRASH BANDICOOT 4: 
IT ’S ABOUT TIME

It’s About Time - for a brand-wumping 
new Crash Bandicoot™ game! Crash 
fourward into a time shattered adventure 
with your favourite marsupials.

Neo Cortex and N. Tropy are back at it 
again and launching an all-out assault 
on not just this universe, but the entire mul-
tiverse! Crash and Coco are here to save 
the day by reuniting the four Quantum 
Masks and bending the rules of reality.

New abilities? Check. More playable 
characters? Yep. Alternate dimensions? 
Obviously. Ridonkulous bosses? For sure. 
Same awesome sauce? You bet your 
sweet jorts. Wait, are they actually jorts? 
Not in this universe!

PlayStation 5 & Xbox Series X enhance-
ments coming 12th March.

- 4K support targeting 60 FPS
- Improved audio and visuals 
- Faster load times
- Adaptive triggers (PlayStation 5)



THEMES
 F E B R U A R Y  C H A L L E N G E S

 WINDOWS 
Feb. 1st - 7th 
#TCCwindows

This month, the 
community showed 
off amazing creativity! 
We were particulary 
very proud seeing 
more and more real life 
photography entered 
in our themes. This is 
something we truly are 
looking forward every 
week!

Please, click on the 
blue arrow to discover 
all the work from the 
community!

As always, you know 
the drill:

Everyone welcome 
to take part including 
Photography, Virtual 
Photography & Visual 
Art Mediums.

Simply add the 
themed hastag to your 
awesome shots and 
we'll add your work to 
a Moment.

➡

https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1359042780010545153?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1359042780010545153?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1359042780010545153?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1348978035098329090?s=20


 DOUBLE EXPOSURE 
February 2021 
#TCCdoubleexposure

 RAY OF LIGHT 
Feb. 8th - 14th 
#TCCrayoflight

 FROZEN 
Feb. 15th - 21st 
#TCCfrozen

 TIME 
Feb. 22nd - 28th 
#TCCtime 
(only on Instagram)➡➡

➡

https://twitter.com/i/events/1345465855098966018?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1345465855098966018?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1361577596618760194?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1364203190435078154?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1361577596618760194?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1364203190435078154?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1354926607853617152?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1354926607853617152?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1364203190435078154?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1354176917499506690?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1361577596618760194?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1351877137825886208?s=20
https://twitter.com/Captured_Collec/status/1354176917499506690?s=20




Double 
Exposure



The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt
screenknight_vp

Red Dead Redemption 2
adamc_vp



The Last of Us Part II
Tessasart17



Ghost of Tsushima
ccf_photomode

Red Dead Redemption 2
RedDeadPhotogr2



Marikamew



Control
AmAzingDrLama



Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
RoRo52534693

Cyberpunk 2077
GioRu5



Mad Max
soulsurrender



Cyberpunk 2077
merqury_city



Bound
Sefwick



Horizon Zero Dawn
adamc_vp

Death Stranding
TacticalGrace_



The Last of Us Part II
TheWorldsOf1

Spider-Man
Liveevilphotos



Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice
neonescent_vp

Days Gone
DragngirleMLP

Immortals Fenyx Rising
MisthosLiving

Shadow of the Tomb Raider
GioRu5



Horizon Zero Dawn
Johniz0n_vp

The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim
IntoTheAether

Spider-Man
saviour76



Cyberpunk2077
DrakkusValdyr

Windbound
lightning5trike

Cyberpunk2077
merqury_city



adamc_vp

Horizon Zero Dawn
VirtualHeda



Rise of the Tomb Raider
Raider_Warrior



@jennydasdesignjennydasdesign
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Spider-man
archiehanna3

The Last of Us
lilactric_
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Namibia, Kolmanskop
Raider_Warrior

Chernobyl, Ukraine
Sparbuck47



Ligne 12, Paris, France
VirtualHeda



Tom Clancy’s The Division 2
dystopiancats

Ghost of Tsushima
Wishful_Flowers



The Last of Us Part II
Chris25551

Red Dead Redemption 2
vpinterlude

The Last of Us Part II
CamisGui

Marvel’s Spider-Man: Miles Morales
JaaiyeDee



Nottingham, England
MPPhotographyN7



The Order 1886
Comput_ART

Red Dead Redemption 2
archiehanna3

Control
issinn_

The Last of Us Part II
Sch_mit_z

The Medium
Yuric83



Marvel’s Spider-Man: Miles Morales
PeteyReilly

Control
Lloydm_85

Assassin’s Creed: Origins
Hedronik

Cyberpunk 2077
MorroCyberpunk



Horizon Zero Dawn
foolofatook88

The Last of Us Part II
IntoTheAether

Assassin’s Creed: Origins
0green7



jennydasdesign

Sparbuck47



GarbageVoodoo

justinphotomode
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Grand Theft Auto V
kaz142kh

F1 2019
DMaddenwoop



The Last of Us Part II
Pliskin_vp

Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
imachicken2001

Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End
FoxKnowledge

The Last of Us Part II
TheLastOfTes

Ghost of Tsushima
Longleglens



Yosemite National Park, CA
SnapperGame



Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
BLaevatein_Al

Explore Fushimi Inari
spread_her_wing

Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
TheGeekyTate

Marvel’s Spider-Man: Miles Morales
LykkeNyvang



Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
SkyakinGamer



Assassin’s Creed Odyssey
AkillesDHero

Red Dead Redemption 2
TheWorldsOf1



Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
Jakeste66386991

Control
Hedronik



Uncharted: The Lost Legacy
Raider_Warrior



Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
Gingerbread_94

Horizon Zero Dawn
tetsu3040

Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
xo_Sweet_Pea

Everspace
UltraSoffia



Frozen



jennydasdesign

LEGO “Ice Planet 2002”
lightning5trike



Frozen in time
VirtualHeda



Icy London
DMaddenwoop

Animal_Mother85

Marikamew



God of War
vgtravlr

The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim
IntoTheAether





God of War
schokoshake17

Death Stranding
Taq2_

Animal Crossing
Yggdrazilla

Horizon Zero Dawn
G_Assassin90

Immortals Fenyx Rising
NoviKaiba23



Assassin’s Creed Valhalla
xo_Sweet_Pea

Horizon Zero Dawn
AliensImages

Horizon Zero Dawn
PerpetualSp0nge

Days Gone
Fo0zy



jennydasdesign

GioRu6

AmAzingDrLama



Animal_Mother85

foolofatook88
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First week on

https://www.instagram.com/matthewpearcephotography


The Last of Us Part II
tommygungaming

Control
supersonic_dreams

HITMAN 3
throughthelensgames

Dishonored 2
sevenlightyears



The Last of Us Part II
giingiie

The Last of Us
virtualnina_photo

Control
theeighteenth_vp

The Order: 1886
melinda_space



The Last of Us Part II
hotgamingshots

A moment in time
raider__warrior

Red Dead Redemption 2
arvi_vp

Postcard from 1899
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https://twitter.com/AmAzingDrLama


 WEEK 5 
Feb. 1st - 7th 

Cover by @VirtualDotJpg

WEEKLY
FAVORITES
 F E B R U A R Y  F A V O R I T E S

 WEEK 6 
Feb. 8th - 14th 

Cover by @Ao__sly

t

t

https://twitter.com/i/events/1357936323114524675?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1345465855098966018?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1359761865564450820?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1347967330689699842?s=20


 WEEK 7 
Feb. 15th - 21st 

Cover by @FRTDavi

 WEEK 8 
Feb. 22nd - 28th 

Cover by @raider_Warrior

t

t

All our favorites on our Twitter page 
@Featured_Collec

https://twitter.com/i/events/1363385503295414272?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1348742914982227982?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1365762440701558795?s=20
https://twitter.com/i/events/1353010395510939648?s=20


Yggdrazilla



t

https://twitter.com/Yggdrazilla


Beautiful bokeh effect in the 
background whose colors are 
blending nicely with the ones 
of the character's eyes. A real 
bewitching gaze. Good job!

@THEFRAMECC 
SKYRIM

ONE LITTLE VP
ONE LITTLE GEM
 F E B R U A R Y  H I G H L I G H T S

This is an excellent shot in 
which the decision has been 
made to focus on the sun 
with its rays, by means of 
the blurred silhouette and 
vegetation.

@JJAW_VP 
ASSASSIN’S CREED VALHALLA



Great night car shot with a 
real atmosphere. The chosen 
view, close to the ground, is 
also a good idea. And the red 
reflections on the road are nice 
too!

@DRCOLABOTTLE 
FORZA HORIZON 4

All our features on our Twitter page 
@Featured_Collec

Pretty shot, well framed, which 
radiates a feeling of serenity, 
renewal with this pinkish 
vegetation that stands out 
from the whiteness of the snow.

@KITTEN_THECHIPS 
GHOST OF TSUSHIMA

Lovely animal scene with 
these blurred flowers in the 
background which almost 
create a nice bokeh effect. 
The shot is well composed, 
good job!

@A_GAME_ODYSSEY 
IMMORTALS FENYX RISING



The fact the woman's eyes are closed 
and not looking in our direction creates 
a certain distance with her but also an 
intimate feeling. Good work!

@DRAKKUSVALDYR 
CYBERPUNK 2077

Interesting perspective! The 
cables that come across 
each other are interesting too 
and the streetlight with the 
fine particles create a certain 
atmosphere.

@JAMBOSHOW 
CYBERPUNK 2077



@ECHOSMOKER 
HITMAN 3

Awesome silhouette 
portrait that totally suits 
the spirit of the game 
with a nice framing and 
a beautiful effect with 
the sun. Great colors 
too. Excellent work!



Beautiful bokeh in the 
background! These light and 
shadow effects on the leaves 
with the rays of the sun in the 
foreground is really nice too. 
Good job!

@BRONOUN_ 
HORIZON: ZERO DAWN

Great shot! This focus on the 
footprints in the snow is a very 
good idea. It tells a story and 
one can wonder where the 
person wanted to go...

@WORLDVIEWVP 
ASSASSIN’S CREED VALHALLA

Excellent and powerful shot 
with a very good framing. This 
impressively statured character 
looking at you straight in the 
eyes makes it very cinematic.

@SPECTEROWL 
GHOSTRUNNER



Perfect aspect ratio and framing for this macro shot. These small flowers 
give a bit of hope and joy in this dreary landscape. Nice job!

@FINNDOBNEY 
HORIZON: ZERO DAWN
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https://twitter.com/VirtualHeda
https://www.instagram.com/virtualheda/?hl=en


@0GREEN7 
MARVEL’S SPIDER-MAN 
#VPCROAD

VIRTUAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
CHALLENGES

 F E B R U A R Y  F A V O R I T E S

@LONGLEGLENS 
GHOST OF TSUSHIMA 

#VGPWEDNESDAY

Find all current challenges running in the VP community on our Twitter page @VPchallenges.



@MARIKAMEW 
TOMB RAIDER II REMAKE 
#LARARISING #VPCHALLENGE



VIRTUAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
CHALLENGES

 HAVE YOU SEEN THIS ONE?

@CRIT3X_ 
#TSUSHIMATUESDAY 

#SAKAISATURDAY 
#PMOFTW 

 
WEEKLY THEMES HOSTED ON TWITTER

PHOTOMODE
OF THE WEEK

Have you ever had a difficult time 
deciding what game to take shots in? It 
can be a bit overwhelming when there 
are so many incredible games with a 
photo mode.

Not to worry, I’ve come up with a 
solution that helps me and it could 
help you too. I set up a jar filled with 
the various games I own that feature a 
photomode, which I’ll be adding to as 
I aquire more. I thought why not make 
a theme out of it and thus Photo Mode 
of the Week was born. The idea is to 
get you out of your comfort zone and 
branch out into games you may have 
never captured before. The hashtag for 
this weekly theme is #PMotW.

Every Sunday the jar is pulled from 
with the results being posted later that 
day. A moment is also curated from 
the previous week’s entries. It’s open to 
everyone, with an emphasis on helping 
the indecisive or those that need a little 
direction to focus their creativity. 



TEX

GHOST OF TSUSHIMA
Ghost of Tsushima is such an incredible 

experience on it’s own, but the fact that 
you can capture those moments with 
it’s in-depth photo mode sets it above 
and beyond. With how vast the game 
is, the possibilities are endless and I was 
certain the photo mode would be put 
to good use. Which is why, not long after 
it’s release I introduced the “Tsushima 
Tuesday” and “Sakai Saturday” themes 
to spread inspiration from the community, 
to the community. 

 

For any of these themes old or post-edited 
shots are perfectly acceptable. There are 
also no limits to how many times you can 
post, so feel free to go wild.

@Emilli96 was a big help promoting 
them early on. #TsushimaTuesday is a 
place for a wide variety of captures like 
landscapes, flora, fauna, NPCs, etc.. The 
focus being a deep appreciation for 
the world itself. These shots can feature 
Jin, as long as he’s not the main subject. 
Which brings us to #SakaiSaturday, 
where the spotlight is now on the man 
himself. This theme is dedicated to 
any captures with Lord Sakai as the 
focal point, including but not limited 
to, portraits, silhouettes or action shots. 
I compile all the submissions into their 
respective moments and share them 
every Sunday.





VIRTUAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
CHALLENGES

 TOMB RAIDER 25 CONTEST

Thank you everyone who entered our 
new Game of the Month to celebrate

25 years of Tomb Raider!



VIRTUAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
CHALLENGES

 T O M B  R A I D E R  2 5

HERE 'S  A PEAK
AT EVERYONE'S  WORK!

@RAIDER_WARRIOR 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER 
#TOMBRAIDER25



@RAIDER_WARRIOR 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER 
#TOMBRAIDER25



@G_ASSASSIN90 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@BLAEVATEIN_AL 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@CCT_1992 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@JUSTINPHOTOMODE 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@SHINOBI_SPACE 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@ISSINN_ 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@RAIDERVIRTUA 
TOMB RAIDER II REMAKE 

THE DAGGER OF XIAN

@OFNORT1 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@NEWGAMESHOT 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@ALIASAL88298441 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@MASTERGAMER2853 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@BENCROFTGAMING 
RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@NOTGARAV 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@CAMILLERI_JAN 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@FIVETACEYFOTOS 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@ARIFU_KA 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@NEOFULCRUM 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@DARKLINKN7 
RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@BAYEKAMUN 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@TIMELOOPPLAYS 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@Z3RR3R 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@COMPUT_ART 
TOMB RAIDER II REMAKE 

THE DAGGER OF XIAN

@OPERAOFTHELC 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@PHENILIA164 
RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@LLOYDM_85 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@SNAPPERGAME 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@GIORU5 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER



@PAPERDAYDREAMS2 
TOMB RAIDER II REMAKE 

THE DAGGER OF XIAN

@AMAZINGDRLAMA 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER

@MARIKAMEW 
TOMB RAIDER II REMAKE 
THE DAGGER OF XIAN



WHAT A WAY TO CELEBRATE 25 YEARS! 
OF THE ONE AND ONLY TOMB RAIDER, 
LARA CROFT!

Firstly, I want to start by saying Thank You 
to everyone that took part in this amazing 
challenge! Each and every one of your 
photos were absolutely stunning! Bringing 
Lara, a determined Warrior to life. As she 
lights her beacon of light in the dark!  

With that been said, she has finally set 
out and made her mark upon the hearts 
of many. But most of all to find adventure 
wherever she goes. Because all the best 
Heroes are ordinary people who make 
themselves Extraordinary!

The  Adventure is within reach! So Rise 
Up! For the World is full of unanswered 
questions, beyond all limits or reason.  The 
answers await for you to discover and 
find a way to fight!

“In our darkest moments, when life 
flashes before us, we find something, 
something that keeps us going. 
Something that pushes us.”

–  LARA CROFT

For there is a Warrior within you! 

When all seems lost, go out and find 
the truth. Even if there’s no path to follow 
and the darkness surrounds you!  Rise Up! 
And fight back! Because those moments 
define your character! So keep pushing 
and you will find the strength to keep on 
going, for there is a fire within your heart. 
That will uncover the truth as your light 
shines within the darkest of tombs! So 
that everything that was once lost can 
be found. Ultimately we all become who 
we’re meant to be! Letting our invincible 
heats to be guided through the shadows 
without fear! As the Warriors you all are!

Now for the moment you have all 
been waiting for! The Big Reveal! Can I 
just say, it was a really hard decision to 
make with all these beautiful photos!

– CARMO
@RAIDER_WARRIOR

 
STAY STRONG! 

MAKE THEM 
WONDER 

HOW YOU’RE 
STILL SMILING! 

FOR THE 
SPIRIT OF HER 

INVINCIBLE 
HEART GUIDED 
HER THROUGH 

THE SHADOWS!



 
STAY STRONG! 

MAKE THEM 
WONDER 

HOW YOU’RE 
STILL SMILING! 

FOR THE 
SPIRIT OF HER 

INVINCIBLE 
HEART GUIDED 
HER THROUGH 

THE SHADOWS!
–  C A R M O

t

i

https://twitter.com/Raider_Warrior
https://www.instagram.com/raider__warrior/


The fact that it's a ROTTR shot 
won my heart at first sight. But that's 
nothing compared to that framing 
and lightning.

I love how it shows off all Tomb Raider 
iconic symbols: the gun, the sun, the 
rocks and desertic landscape. All 
wrapped up in a beautiful and very 
creative shot we don't get to see 
much often.

She has been the first to enter our 
contest and what a kick off!

A wonderful tribute to one 
of the greatest explorers. That 
is why I decided to make it a 
unexpected winner shot.

– HEDA
@VIRTUALHEDA

THE EDITOR'S PICK

This photo for me just lights up Hope! 
Light is everything in a photo and this 
one has it all! The way the light touches 
her to outlining and enhancing her 
silhouette, captured by the rays of 
sunlight as she stands upon the edge 
in that moment. 

A Hero will Rise in the horizon, for there 
is a dream in every shadow of sunlight. 
The sun will always light up her life! 
Lara wasn't simply just born. She was 
forged through the challenges of life. 
With each new challenge she grows, 
moving forward into the light! And 

when life knocks her down she gets 
back up with her head held high and 
a strength that cannot be broken!  
She will Rise Again and Again!

As Lara lets her hopes shape her 
future by letting the light shine through 
her in the fullness of day! For she is 
extraordinary in all that she does, 
inspiring others to go out and find the 
mysteries of this beautiful world.

– CARMO
@RAIDER_WARRIOR



 @PHENILIA164 
RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER



Since the very beginning, when I saw 
this photo, I knew it was a powerful 
image! As a photographer  and 
Tomb Raider player, I can see that 
there was a lot of effort put into this 
composition. 

Ultimately it shows that  Lara always 
focuses on where she wants to go 
and where she needs to be! For she 
has that strength from within to keep 
on going and uncover the truth.

She will go through any obstacle 
set before her, even if it's obstructing 
her from the path that was laid out 

before her. She will use every ounce 
of willpower! Even if it means going 
over bridges  towards ruins  and 
facing the highest mountains peaks. 
Lara will fight against the evil that is 
meant to destroy her. With bow and 
arrows, pick-axes, hand to hand 
combat and not to mention guns 
blazing! Lara is not afraid to fight like 
a warrior, looking  back and learning 
from her past errors.  But Focusing on 
present looking towards to her future.

– CARMO
@RAIDER_WARRIOR

THE SURVIVOR
When we first thought of this contest, we secretly kept 
a second POP! as a surprise in celebration of the first 
year of our @VPCHALLENGES page. As this shot was both 
Carmo and Heda's favorite, we decided to make it 

our Anniversary winner shot.



 

@DARKLINKN7 
RISE OF THE TOMB RAIDER



The reason why I chose this specific 
photo at the end of the day, was 
because it showed me that even 
during our darkest moments, we 
must focus to see the light! Because 
Light can shine out of those darkest 
places. Extraordinarily beautiful 
and ready for adventure, she looks  
forward  to facing her fears.  As a soft 
light touches her face reassuring  her 
that everything will be okay.

With a deep breath and a brave 

heart Lara is reminded, that even a 
beautiful flower must grow through 
the dirt to flourish!  There is a softness 
to this photo that draws you in, as 
she stands still even if it’s just for one 
moment in time, to capture her true 
inner beauty. Crowned as a warrior 
queen, with a wild heat that will 
never lose her wonder!

– CARMO
@RAIDER_WARRIOR

THE CHOSEN ONE



 

@BLAEVATEIN_AL 
SHADOW OF THE TOMB RAIDER
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https://twitter.com/MPPhotograpyN7
https://www.instagram.com/matthewpearcephotography


@DEXM_DS & @DJOKERVGP 
#VPLAB

VIRTUAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
CHALLENGES

 C O M I N G  I N  M A R C H

Find all current challenges running in the VP community on our Twitter page @VPchallenges.



@VPeclipse 
#VPjourney

@We_are_DDD 
#WTPRmarch

@GamerGram_GG 
#GGelements



#TheCapturedCollective 2021
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